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The concept of identity and the concept of a frontier are inextricably
intertwined. Indeed the very notion of a 'frontier', a dividing baIlier

between 'us' and 'them' arises from a polar sense of identity. This concept
exists not only in ancient communities, but in the minds of modern scholars
who attempt to comprehend frontiers as welL Rarely has scholarship stepped
outside the core periphery model which argues that an empire constitutes a
core, a transitional zone (=frontier) and the other (=barbarian)l A study of
ancient sources, both Greek and Roman2 shows that it is conflict with a
foreign power, followed by the establishment of a frontier, that sparks the
creation ofa hostile or alien 'other' .. Moreover, concepts of 'barbarian' differ
between the core of the empire and its periphery, although it must be noted
that there may not be a defining pattern to these differences; what we are
seeing may be individually unique responses which defy any greater
generalisations. The idea of the barbarian was dependant on the frontier, and
when these frontiers collapsed, as in the Hellenistic Period under Alexander
and in late Roman antiquity, people were forced to rethink and remodel their
views on just who exactly was 'other' Nothing illustrates better the link
between identity, alterity and the notion of a frontier-- a dividing line to
separ·ate 'us' from 'them'.

Of course any frontier study must deal with several historical problems. First
of all, what precisely constitutes a 'frontier'? Different frontiers existed in
different periods and differed geographically, but for the purposes of this
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Argued by Owen Lattimore, discussed by Hugh Elton (1996) 1-9 Although Elton discusses
many ofthe problems with frontier studies, he nonetheless concludes that the main purpose
of the frontier 'was to maintain imperial security' against enemy (barbarian) threats (6)
Luttwak's largely strategic analysis of the frontiers assumes them to have the purpose of
keeping barbarian invaders out of Rome as well - 'the purpose of the linear barriers was to
divide the barbarians beyond from the barbarian within, who were in the process of
becoming Romans.' (Edward N Luttwak [1976] 78) Perhaps Whittaker, in his more
diverse study of frontier purposes, is an exception to this, but even he admits that 'some of
the reason for these watchtowers and forts was without doubt the character of what we call
"the barbarian invasions'" CR Whittaker (1994) 159.
This study is primarily focused on Rome, however a survey of Greek sources is also useful,
since often Romans obtained their image of 'other' from Greek discourse 'It is surely
altogether likely that Rome's images of Carthage were actually infonned by this Athenian
discourse (perception ofthe Persians.)' (Emma Dench [1995] 72)






































